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The Howard Hughes Medical Institute will award grants to nine scientists in biology, chemistry, and computer science. The grants are intended to support research in the early stages of development. The recipients will receive $400,000 each over a period of five years. The awards will be used to fund projects that have the potential to lead to significant advances in scientific knowledge.

The University of Missouri-St. Louis has established the Lurie Israel Center, and the Hillel Foundation will award the winner of the Lurie Israel Experience with a $5,000 grant. The winner must currently be in college and meet company criteria to be eligible for interview. The winner will also be a Hillel member, and the winner must currently be in college and meet company criteria to be eligible for interview. The winner will also be a Hillel member.

The University of Missouri-St. Louis, in cooperation with the Jewish Community Relations Council, has announced the establishment of the Lurie Israel Center. The center will provide a venue for students to learn more about the Jewish experience in Israel. The center will also serve as a resource for faculty and staff on issues related to the Jewish experience in Israel.
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**Meritorious Service**

Since coming here in 1986, Chancellor Marguerite Barnett has raised tuition on this campus for only two students. When we talk about fees, we are not talking about fees on this campus. But we now find ourselves in the shoes of the person who has turned this university into a major power across the state. Barnett made her decision to raise tuition on this campus. The Board of Curators would have a tough time raising tuition on this campus.
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Barbara Marx Hubbard: Positive On The Future

By Thomas Kossow

A vote on whether to accept Associated Students of University Community (ASUM) as the USM campus' representative to the law school was not taken at the Thursday's meeting because he was attending an Intercampus conference in Kansas City. But still, the vote was up on a plan that was brought out on amended members last Thursday. It is, be it

Curators Hold Off On Proposed Computer Center

by David Barnes reporter

Questions regarding the design of the proposed USM. Louis Campus Center will not be turned down at the September 15, 1989 meeting in Kansas City.

According to Laurence G. Sekeres, Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services at USM, the architects, Kennedy Associates and Associates, will

be in charge of a revised plan to the Curators at the October 15 and 15.

Sekeres said the concern raised in the future expansion of the campus and related to the internal feasibility of the project. Curator Fred C. Runyon, who was the one to reject the design, said the design should support the project, "and it is not appropriate."

Runyon, an engineer, said with general purpose investigation, I found that it wasn’t acceptable.

Board of Curator President Ralph Ternynoven said to the project of being an extension of the center. "I am not an engineer or architect, and I think that the architects..." But the overall vision of the project should support the project, "and it is not appropriate."

Runyon said the architectural firm

Kennedy Associates and Associates should have been able to plan a project that was feasible,

but it was not feasible to plan a project that was feasible.

The design should support the project, "and it is not appropriate."

The design should support the project, "and it is not appropriate."

"I am not an engineer or architect, and I think that the architects..." But the overall vision of the project should support the project, "and it is not appropriate."
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BARBARA MARX HUBBARD: POSITIVE ON THE FUTURE

"I feel that we opened our collective eyes and saw the light. Hubbard said.

Hubbard's personal voyage continued when she returned from her first visit to Fiji, a country that is at the forefront of the community, and we are concerned about the environment.

In 1984, Hubbard visited the primordial 22 delegates at the International Convention in New York City and she made the jump from a creature of the past to a creature of the future. Hubbard said that her participation in the convention was not reported in the media.

Hubbard's critics may say that that was unfair, but she was fair to everyone.

Find it on the page 2 of the document. Hubbard is frequently asked about the present of a War Room in the White House, but she expressed her support for the idea of a Peace Room. She said that the idea of a Peace Room is a positive step towards world peace.

Barbara Marx Hubbard: Positive On The Future

by Stacey Yip

The internationally known author and artist, Barbara Marx Hubbard, gave a lecture entitled "Earth Day: A New Era" in 1969. This lecture was part of a $1,000 scholarship program that Hubbard had created in the 1960's. Hubbard believes that she can see the possibility of the future in the present, and she is less concerned with relationships and reproduction, than they are with vacations and the joy of co-creation.

In 1984, Hubbard announced in persuading 22 delegates at the International Convention to sign a petition to allow her to go to her room in the convention. These ideas included a "Peace Room" in the White House, and a Peace Room in our own homes.

"Peace rooms," which involved individuals gathering at various sacred sites around the world, pray for world peace. Hubbard was approached by a number of people who expressed the opinion that she was not doing enough to promote world peace.

Hubbard felt that what was really important was coming up at dawn to make up weapons of war.
Unconscious Wakeup Body

by Tom Lauffer

By now everyone, even the most unconcerned individual, has heard of consciousness and its many achievements. After all, who among us has not been overwhelmed by the wonder of feeling alive? Yet, there is still much work to be done on understanding the nature of consciousness.

One night, I dreamt that I was walking through a park filled with flowers and birds. Suddenly, a figure appeared before me. It was a man, dressed in top hat and tails, who spoke to me in words I could not understand. He said, "You are one of us. You must learn to understand the true nature of consciousness.

I awoke with a start, realizing that I had not been dreaming after all. I had actually been left with a mystery - what was consciousness attempting to communicate? And what does it mean for me to understand its true nature?

Despite these questions, I continued on my way. As I walked, I noticed a small bird perched on a branch overhead. It looked up at me, then began chirping. Suddenly, I realized that the bird was trying to tell me something - it was trying to communicate with me. And so I embarked on a journey to understand the true nature of consciousness.
If You Could Change One Thing On Campus

speakeasy
by J. Michael Todd
photographer/reporter

"You've had some real problems with financial aid. I've been dealing with them for the last three months, and it seems like a never ending process. If they could just narrow it down, I'm sure the beaurocracy can't be that they can't get it through in a couple of weeks to a month."

"I would be adding kind of like escalators in between the buildings so you can just hop on it and cruise onward electronically, kind of like in department stores."

Karen Mokric, junior, Marketing.

"It seems like it's a never ending process. If they could just narrow it down, I'm sure the beaurocracy can't be that they can't get it through in a couple of weeks to a month."

"Better parking. Eliminate some of these wasted green areas and put in some parking lots. You could add more levels on lots we have and get them fixed up."

Paul Jeskis, senior, Biology.

"It seems like it's a never ending process. If they could just narrow it down, I'm sure the beaurocracy can't be that they can't get it through in a couple of weeks to a month."

"When it comes time to book buy-backs—the little quotas they have when you buy back books—it's always full when you go back to buy your book back."

Laura Tecker, senior, Accounting.

COMMUNICATIONS, PRODUCTION AND BUSINESS MAJORS

PART-TIME
AUDIO VISUAL COORDINATOR

Looking for a part time job with flexible hours in your career field while you go to school. Interested in a job that can add to your technical expertise in video production, audio and lighting equipment plus give you hands on business experience? Swank Audio Visuals, Inc. has several such positions available in the Los Angeles area.

Swank Audio Visuals, Inc. is one of the largest suppliers of rental equipment to meeting facilities and hotels. We have offices in St. Louis, our Corporate Headquarters, Washington, D.C., Houston, San Antonio, Phoenix, Los Angeles and Ontario California. Our clients are major corporations and professional associations from all over the country.

We offer steady employment and excellent pay while you are in school and on holiday and summer breaks. We also can provide rewarding career opportunities after graduation.

Interested students should call our Human Resources Department at 203-2151 between 8:30 and 5:30 p.m.

They can make your average anything but.

The Smith Corona 805B is the typewriter of choice among college students. Its smooth, fast action and 30-character display lets you print exactly what you see on the 30-character display, eliminating transcription errors and speeding up your work. And it's only $79.99. For more information, call 440-06840 or stop at our office.

The Smith Corona 805B is easy to use, even in a classroom-like environment. The built-in word processor, the Smith Corona P60-600 with a 66-character display and approximately 3000 characters of readable memory, allows you to store your work electronically. Like our other high-quality products, the Smith Corona 805B is backed by a limited two-year warranty.

For more information on our full line of products, contact your local Smith Corona office. Check the back of this issue of The Student for a complete list of offices.

Mr. Toni, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, D.C., CA, CO, OH, NY, NJ, FL, TX, CA, CO, OH, NY, NJ, FL, TX, CA, CO, OH, NY, NJ, FL, TX
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Rivermen Finish Strong In Michigan

by Mike Van Roo

The UM-St. Louis men’s soccer team, having snatched this past weekend to paint a picture of what could be a strong season, will continue its move up the College Soccer News national rankings next week. The Rivermen defeated Washington-St. Louis, 7-0, on Saturday and 3-0 on Sunday. The home team scored in 6th, 15th, 26th, 28th, 37th, 46th, and 90th minutes.

The Rivermen are back on home turf with a new look as they try to steady the ship this year. The team, which has struggled in recent years, is looking to turn things around this season.

At the game against Wash-St.-Louis, the Rivermen were led by a strong performance from their goalkeeper, who saved several shots during the match.

The team is looking to build on the momentum from their recent wins and continue their strong play in the upcoming matches.

In the first game on Saturday, the Rivermen were down 7-0 in the first half, but came back to win 7-0 in the second half. The team scored in the 6th, 15th, 26th, 28th, 37th, 46th, and 90th minutes.

The second game on Sunday saw the Rivermen dominate, scoring in the 15th, 26th, 28th, 37th, 46th, and 90th minutes. They won 3-0 against Wash-St.-Louis.

The team is looking to build on this momentum and continue their strong play in the upcoming matches.

What's Next

Mer's Soccer—HOME against Misssou Southern, Sat., 9/26, 8 p.m. If they win this game, it will be the team's first win in six games.

Women's Soccer—HOME against Marymount, Stony Brook, 7 p.m.

Netters Take Three At CSMU

by Barb Braun

The UM-St. Louis women’s tennis team took the crowd for a ride this weekend as they defeated the University of Alabama-Birmingham, 9-0, on Saturday and 6-3 on Sunday. The team is now 3-1 overall and 1-0 in the Northern Intercollegiate Women’s Tennis Conference.

At the game against UAB, the team was led by strong performances from the doubles teams.

In the first game on Saturday, the team won all three doubles matches and three singles matches. The team won 9-0.

The second game on Sunday saw the team dominate, winning all three doubles matches and four singles matches. They won 6-3.

The team is looking to build on this momentum and continue their strong play in the upcoming matches.

In the first game on Saturday, the team won all three doubles matches and three singles matches. The team won 9-0.

In the second game on Sunday, the team won all three doubles matches and four singles matches. They won 6-3.
**Letters to the editor**

**Clankri Claryes Philosophy Misinformation**

**Editor, Dear editor,**

This is a response to the "Philosophers Crash World" column in the September 14 edition of the *Chronicle*. The article suggests that philosophy is not useful and that studying it is a waste of time. I would like to clarify some of the points made in the column.

Firstly, the column discusses the difficulty of learning philosophy. However, this is not unique to philosophy. Many disciplines require extensive reading and critical thinking.

Secondly, the column mentions that philosophy is not practical. While it is true that philosophy may not directly lead to a specific job, it provides valuable conceptual tools that can be applied in various fields. For example, ethical reasoning is crucial in business decisions.

Lastly, the column questions the importance of philosophy in society. Philosophers often engage in public discourse and contribute to policy discussions, thereby influencing society.

Overall, I believe that philosophy is a valuable and important field of study. It challenges us to think critically and creatively.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

**Professor Comments**

In "Hitlarian" (a satirical reference to the philosophy departments of the University of Missouri-St. Louis), Barnett may be considered. However, there is no evidence to support this claim. The quote is a part of a larger context and should not be misinterpreted.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

**Letters policy**

The current version of the rules for integrating the "Letters" section into the "Current" publication includes new guidelines for contributors. These guidelines emphasize the importance of civil discourse and respectful communication. Letters will be published, but the author's name will be withheld upon request. In addition, all letters will include the author's email address.